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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
After a 10-year journey, the Cassini spacecraft entered orbit around the ringed planet Saturn on 
July 1, 2004. This critical mission phase, termed Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI), began with bi-
propellant system pressurization on May 20, 2004, and concluded with a final cleanup burn on 
July 3, 2004.  During this time, the Cassini made two crossings of Saturn’s ring plane between 
the F and G rings. In preparation for SOI, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) conducted an SOI 
Critical Events Review (CERR) on April 1, 2004.   Mr. Gentry Lee of JPL chaired the CERR.  
The NESC provided expertise for the CERR and subsequent review activities by assigning Mr. 
Landis Markley of GSFC, an expert in engineering, development and operations of Guidance, 
Navigation and Control systems and Mr. Gary Davis, also of GSFC, a propulsion systems expert. 
An informal report of the findings of the CERR was submitted to the NESC Review Board on 
April 6, 2004, which constitutes the body of this Position Paper. Major concerns identified that 
were of particular concern to the NESC reviewers are as follows: 

1. Lack of centralized control of entire fault protection system by a single cognizant 
engineer creates concerns regarding unidentified errors. JPL review of the entire fault 
protection logic is needed as soon as possible. 

2. Operational readiness testing is inadequate, addressing only the spacecraft rather than the 
entire system. Testing should include simulated contingencies with limited response 
times, independently observed by outside experts. 

3. Failure protection logic automatically switches to the redundant B-side. It is very 
important that the RCS B-side be tested prior to SOI. 

 
The CERR Board noted the very recent discovery of a design oversight in an operational fault 
protection system that had been installed after Cassini was launched. This design problem should 
have been discovered long ago. This raised concerns that other “undiscovered” systems problems 
might also exist. The Chair of the CERR Board commissioned an in-house study at JPL to search 
for other “undiscovered” issues.  Mr. Landis Markley, representing NESC, participated as an 
“interested observer” in this follow-up activity, chaired by Ms. Jan Chodas. The final report of 
this Review Team is attached to this report as Appendix A. The final report of the CERR is 
attached to this report as Appendix B.  
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NESC Position Paper 
 

 
 
Consultation and Assessment Team  
 

 
 
CERR Report (prepared by L. Markley) 
 
This is an informal report on the Cassini Saturn Orbit Insertion Critical Events Risk Review (SOI 
CERR), which was held on April 1, 2004. Mr. Gary Davis (GSFC) and I were the NESC 
representatives on the review panel, which was chaired by Mr. Gentry Lee of JPL. The chairman 
did an excellent job of keeping the review focused and allowing ample discussion of important 
issues while remaining on schedule.  
 
The review was very well presented. The Cassini Project is well prepared for the SOI, with two 
possible exceptions described below. There has been a significant amount of effort expended to 
eliminate first-time events at the SOI, by exercising capabilities at the earlier Trajectory 
Correction Maneuvers TCM-19 (performed in May 2003) and TCM-20 (planned for May 27, 
2004).   The two problem areas are: 
 

1. The review panel of the Cassini SOI Risk Review, held on October 30, 2003 and also 
chaired by Mr. Gentry Lee, noted that the Cassini project had taken a piecemeal approach 
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to the SOI fault protection logic, and recommended that a single engineer be primarily 
accountable for the entire fault protection development. Cassini Project responded that 
the complexity of Cassini precluded having a single engineer cognizant of the entire fault 
protection system. An error in the fault protection logic was uncovered after the Risk 
Review. This error has been fixed, but the review board is greatly concerned that other 
errors may also have slipped through the cracks due to the lack of centralized control of 
the process. Mr. Gentry Lee insisted on an internal JPL review of the entire fault 
protection logic to be held as soon as possible, probably this week. The SOI CERR panel 
has been invited to participate if they are available. 

 
2. The proposed Operational Readiness Tests (ORTs) did not appear to be adequate. There 

should be more tests than were proposed and more complete participation by the entire 
team involved in the SOI (i.e., Navigation, ECC, and DSN). The current ORTs only 
address the spacecraft, not the entire system. Several of the tests should include simulated 
anomalies (“green cards”) unknown to the testers before the tests, emphasizing 
contingencies with limited response times. There should also be independent observers of 
the ORTs. 

 
 
In addition to these major concerns, the review panel raised the following other points: 
 

1. No integrated plan for accomplishing remaining work was presented at the CERR (i.e., 
how they plan to use people, testbeds, and other facilities between now and SOI.). 

2. There should be an earthquake contingency plan. There is a non-negligible possibility 
that a significant earthquake between now and SOI could take out both JPL and 
Goldstone. 

 
3. A waiver may be required if the overpressure threshold OP-2 is raised above the 

qualification level of the propulsion system. 
 
 

4. More out-of-range testing is required such as AKA break-it testing. The entire range of 
parameters for both the baseline SOI and out-of-range SOI must be examined. 

 
 

5. Current plan is to allow a 10-minute cool off period before firing the backup Reaction 
Engine Assembly (REA) if the primary REA fails. Is this time long enough? 

 
 

6. Need to write down the logic for employing any redundant hardware. 
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7. There is still a possibility that the scientists may decide that there is too much debris 
between Saturn’s F and G rings to allow a safe crossing there.  They may also 
recommend moving the crossing of the ring plane to be outside all the rings. It is 
probably already too late to make this change. No detailed planning of this option has 
been done since the probability is considered to be too low. 

 
 

8. Stellar ID is disabled near the rings because of the possibility of misidentifying ring 
debris as stars. The times of turn-off and turn-on could probably be optimized. 

 
 

9. The only ground contact with Cassini during the burn is receipt of a beacon signal from 
the low-gain antennas by the Radio Science Receiver (RSR) through a 70 meter DSN 
antenna. The Doppler shift of this signal tells how the maneuver is going, so the signal is 
very important. The center frequencies, bandwidths, and polarizations of the four 
available RSR channels did not appear to be chosen optimally. 

 
 

10. No science activities before or during the SOI should be allowed to jeopardize the 
maneuver. 

 
 

11. The RCS B-side should be tested before the SOI. 
 
 

12. Fault protection attitude rate limits at SOI appear to be tighter than necessary. 
 
 

13. Cassini Project plans to account for any contingencies by modifying the pre-SOI 
trajectory correction maneuvers TCM-20, TCM-21, and TCM-22 so that the SOI burn is 
unchanged. Thus, only one specific SOI maneuver is being simulated and rehearsed. 
Several panel members thought that this was unwise. 

 
 
Some of these issues will be addressed at internal JPL reviews between now and the SOI. 
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In general, the review board agreed that the Cassini project appears to be well prepared 
for the SOI activities.  Each element of the project crisply identified its tasks throughout the 
crucial period, and indicated how the preceding work would be accomplished as well as the 
major risks.  The team is strong technically and clearly understands the work to be accomplished.  
However, several individuals on the review board expressed concerns about possible 
overconfidence among the Cassini team members.  There was one other consensus element of 
concern among the board members.  Top down systems engineering, including schedule and 
work plan integration, was not highly visible in the review.  In fact, there were a few 
inconsistencies between the navigation team and spacecraft team presentations, indicating that 

Appendix B 
 

April 15, 2004 
CASSINI 

 
SATURN ORBIT INSERTION CRITICAL EVENT READINESS REVIEW 

 
prepared by  
Gentry Lee 

 
April 1, 2004 

 
Summary Report 

               
 The Cassini Critical Event Readiness Review (CERR) for Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI) 
was held at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California, on Thursday April 1, 
2004.    Mr. Gentry Lee served as Chairman of the review.  Review board members in attendance 
were Bob Barry (JPL), Robert Berry (Lockheed Martin), Dennis Bogan (NASA Headquarters), 
Frank Carr (Consultant), Mark Dahl (NASA Headquarters), Gary Davis (GSFC/NESC), Jim 
Gillis (Aerospace), Kevin Johnson (Lockheed Martin), Matt Landano (JPL), Landis Markley 
(GSFC/NESC), Dennis Matson (JPL), Bob Rasmussen (JPL), and Mark Saunders (NASA-
Langley).  Attendance from the JPL System Management Office (SMO) included Shyam 
Bhaskaran, Phil Garrison, Al Nakata, Reid Thomas, and Rod Zieger.   
 
 Fundamentally, the purpose of the Cassini SOI CERR was to evaluate the readiness of 
the Cassini project to accomplish SOI as well as the crucial activities immediately before and 
after the maneuver.  More specifically, the review board was asked to assess (1) if the planned 
the SOI activities are compliant with the project requirements; (2) if the preparations for these 
activities are complete; (3) if all the elements of the Cassini project are, or will be, ready to 
support SOI; (4) if the schedule for the remaining work is achievable; and (5) if the residual risks 
associated with all the SOI activities are acceptable.  
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project systems engineering has not yet been completed in a couple of key areas.  Because no 
strong systems engineering presence was demonstrated at the review, a couple of members of the 
board wondered if the project’s obvious confidence is indeed warranted.   

 
An earlier SOI risk review, in October 2003, recommended that the project employ an 

independent, “properly paranoid”, experienced systems engineer to do a penetrating review of 
the most important phases of the SOI period.  This has not yet been accomplished.  Based on the 
CERR, the board feels that it is still of vital importance for the Cassini project to subject itself to 
intensive independent scrutiny to guard against both overconfidence and complacency. 

 
The major findings and recommendations of the Cassini SOI CERR Review Board are 

listed below in a more or less prioritized order. 
 
 

REVIEW BOARD FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 
1) Finding:  The project did not demonstrate that it uses, as a regular management tool, a 
project-wide, integrated work plan and schedule covering all the significant tasks to be 
completed prior to execution of the SOI phase activities.  Although each distributed element of 
the project seems to understand the remaining work, and asserts that the staffing and time 
available are both commensurate with the work to be done, it was not possible to verify at the 
review that all the inter-element tasks have been identified and will be done on a timely basis, or 
that all the concomitant systems engineering tasks have been properly defined. 
 

Recommendation:  Start using an integrated schedule and work plan for the entire 
project as soon as possible.  Status progress against that baseline plan frequently, at least at 
biweekly intervals.  Analyze the plan regularly to determine if any key systems engineering tasks 
that go across the team elements have been inadvertently omitted. 
 
2) Finding:  Somewhat surprisingly, considering the test maturity and stability of the SOI 
sequence and the fault protection design, the Cassini project discovered a major flaw in the 
AACS fault protection implementation as recently as six weeks prior to the CERR.  Although 
this problem has now been fixed with a software change, and regression testing has been 
finished, the fact that this significant error was discovered so late raises a red flag about the 
completeness of the testing process. 
 

Recommendation:  Charter immediately an independent review team to investigate in 
detail the specific AACS fault protection problem that was discovered recently.  Have the 
Cassini project explain to this review team not only why the problem was not identified earlier, 
but also why the project’s responses have precluded the possibility that other similar major 
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software errors have not yet been detected.  Extend the purview of this team, as necessary, to 
include any and all elements associated with the design and testing of the SOI sequence and its 
fault protection implementation. 
 
3) Finding:   The number and scope of planned Operational Readiness Tests (ORTs) for the 
SOI phase lacks concrete definition and, overall, is inadequate in both breadth and depth.  Since 
the Cassini project does not have a dedicated test and training engineer, and there is a project-
wide assumption that the years of cruise experience have basically prepared the Cassini team for 
any events that might occur during the SOI phase, planning for the ORTs has been proceeding on 
a somewhat ad hoc basis, leaving the exact details to the individual team elements.  As a result, 
there is considerable fuzziness in how the ORTs will be conducted and how completely they will 
involve all elements of the MOS/GDS.  For example, at the CERR it was disclosed that neither 
the navigation team nor the DSN is expected to be fully involved in one or more of the critical 
ORTs. 
 

Recommendation:  Hire a dedicated test and training engineer to oversee the ORTs for 
the SOI phase.  Develop a test and training plan, including at least test descriptions, objectives, 
and pass/fail criteria.  Carefully consider the total number of tests, as well as the specific mission 
phase of each test, taking into account mission criticality, contingency plans, the degree of 
urgency in required responses, and the experience of the team from all prior activities. 
 
4) Finding:  The Cassini design philosophy is to implement a pre-canned SOI maneuver 
with NO change in ANY state variable.  This concept of a fixed SOI is possible because the 
project intends to use the last pre-Saturn midcourse maneuvers and the post-insertion orbit trim 
maneuvers to accommodate all statistical variations.  The entire previous SOI sequence testing 
suite has, therefore, basically validated this single, fixed SOI burn.  Although the review board 
agrees with the project that it is unlikely that Cassini will be forced to perform a SOI other than 
the one tested, there are a few plausible scenarios (such as the occurrence of a significant fault in 
the reawakened main propulsion system during TCM-20) that could result in the requirement to 
implement a new and different SOI.  At present, the project does not have a disciplined, overall 
approach to identifying the conditions under which such changes in the baseline SOI would be 
required, and does not have any plans to do any early “other SOI” testing. 
 

Recommendation:  Develop, at the top project level, an overall logic tree defining the 
branch points leading to the use of a SOI maneuver other than the fixed one that has been 
recurrently tested.  Attempt to define quantitative criteria, including decision times, for activating 
these contingency branches.  When this analysis activity is ongoing, reassess the possible value 
of pre-testing one or more contingency SOI maneuvers in the test bed. 
 
5) Finding:  Major elements of the propulsion system that will be used for SOI have not 
been exercised for five years.  Most of these key elements will be used, purposely, during TCM-
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20 prior to the Phoebe encounter, both to characterize the behavior of the overall system and to 
make certain that everything is ready for SOI.  In a sense, TCM-20 is an in-flight test and its 
results will have a major impact on the implementation of the SOI. 
 

Recommendation:  Conduct an official review after the Phoebe encounter as an 
extended part of the readiness activity.  At this review, validate that the performance of TCM-20 
does indeed demonstrate propulsion system readiness to implement the fixed, baseline SOI or, 
alternately, identify at the review any significant untoward results and the impact on SOI and/or 
SOI preparation activities. 
 
6) Finding: The Cassini project has not yet defined in any detail how it will respond to 
possible anomalies during TCM-20, such as the failure of a latch valve.  There may not be 
sufficient time after TCM-20 to make such decisions and complete possible checkouts that may 
be necessary. 
 

Recommendation:  Develop logic prior to TCM-20 defining Cassini project response to 
critical latch valve failures or other system anomalies that influence redundant hardware usage.  
Include, for each major logic branch, any possible impacts on the SOI implementation sequence. 
 
7) Finding:  The only real-time data available on Earth during the SOI burn comes from 
using the low gain antenna as a beacon.  This data will provide some information about insertion 
burn progress and the sequence of events.  To acquire this data, a 70 meter DSN station must be 
available and properly functioning.  It is not obvious that the Cassini project has taken unusual 
steps to try to guarantee that this critical DSN asset is functional during the critical period. 
 

Recommendation:  Develop, together with the DSN, a strategy that uses all reasonable 
methods of guaranteeing the availability of a 70 meter station during the SOI burn. 
 
8) Finding:  Although the Cassini project has conducted an independent subsystem 
evaluation of each of the critical parameters in the onboard software with independent teams 
from the central divisions, it is not clear that a proper SYSTEMS level independent review of 
these critical parameters has ever taken place.  Historically, subsystem engineers choose fault 
triggers that are unduly conservative, and often do not properly take into account the mission and 
system ramifications. 
 

Recommendation:  Conduct an independent systems review of a selected set of the most 
important onboard parameters.  Include experienced system and fault protection personnel from 
other flight projects in the review.  Based on the outcome of that review, consider expanding the 
systems review to encompass a much wider set of onboard parameters.  
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9) Finding:  The project has not defined any mission control center contingency 

plans.  There exist plausible scenarios in which an earthquake or some other 
catastrophe could incapacitate JPL and/or Goldstone. 

 
Recommendation:  Evaluate the cost benefit/risk mitigation associated with using 

Lockheed Martin in Denver, CO as a mission control center during critical SOI activities. 
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